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1. Introduction. In Chevalley's fundamental paper [2], a procedure is given for

obtaining a very special canonical basis for a finite dimensional split semisimple

Lie algebra F over a field of characteristic zero. With respect to this basis, all the

constants of structure of F turn out to be integers, thus enabling the original field

to be replaced by an arbitrary field. In this paper we replace the original field by an

arbitrary commutative ring F with identity, and we call the resulting structure the

Chevalley algebra LR of F over F. Our attention focuses on the structure of LR and

we obtain theorems characterizing its ideals, under the assumption that 2 and 3 are

not zero divisors in F.

The main result is that for simple algebras F a necessary and sufficient condition

for every ideal in LR to arise from an ideal of F is that the Cartan matrix of F be

invertible over F and that the integer m be invertible in F, where m is defined as the

ratio of the square of the length of any long root of F to the square of the length

of any short root of F. Along the way toward the proof we obtain results character-

izing the ideals of LR when that condition does not necessarily hold in F. A special

case of note occurs when F is a field of finite characteristic not equal to 2 or 3.

Then our main theorem contains certain results of Dieudonné [3] for exceptional

algebras, as well as implicit results alluded to in that paper for the classical algebras.

In §2 we give definitions of the principal concepts and list for future reference

certain computational properties. (For a detailed discussion of the structure theory

of semisimple Lie algebras, the reader is referred to [4], [6], or [7]. An excellent

summary of the basic results used here can be found in [1].) §3 contains statements

of the principal theorems. In §4 and §5 the general results needed for the sufficiency

part of the main theorem are proved, including the decomposition lemmas which

are also used in proving necessity. §§6, 7, and 8 contain discussions of the general

structure of LR for algebras with one root length, nonsymplectic algebras with two

root lengths, and symplectic algebras respectively, as well as the proof of the neces-

sity part of the main theorem for those respective cases. In §9 we give a general

theorem on generators of ideals in LR together with some consequences for principal

ideal rings R. We note in §8 that our main theorem specialized to the algebra of
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type Cn yields a recent result of W. Jehne [5] which he obtained using the concrete

model of Cn as a Lie algebra of matrices. The abstract approach we employ

throughout is that of [2] and [9].

2. The Chevalley algebras. Let F be a finite dimensional split semisimple Lie

algebra over a field of characteristic zero. Let H be an «-dimensional Cartan

subalgebra, 2 the (ordered) set of nonzero roots determined by H, and II the set of

simple roots. If r and s are nonzero roots, then we define c(r, s) to be 2(r, s)/(s, s),

where the inner product is that derived from the Killing form of F in the usual way.

We define prs to be 0 if r+s is not a root and to be the greatest integer i such that

s—ir is a root in case r + s is a root. We define NTS=prs = 0 if r + s is not a root, and

Nrs=prs+ 1 if r + s is a root. By the length of a root r, we simply mean (r, r)112. This

is a departure from the terminology of Chevalley [2, p. 17]. It is known (see

[7, p. V-9]) that if two roots r and í of a simple algebra L have unequal lengths,

then the lengths are in the ratio y/3 to 1 or \/2 to 1.

Chevalley [2, Theorem 1] constructs a basis for L consisting of certain elements

er from each one-dimensional root space Lr as r varies through S, together with «

elements hx, h2,..., hn of H suitably obtained from the corresponding simple roots

rx,.. .,rn in II. This basis has the property that if h, is obtained from r in E in the

same way that «( is obtained from r¡ in II, then «r is an integral linear combination

of the hi s. With respect to this basis, the equations of structure of F are:

(1) ere_r = /zr,

(2) hh, = 0,
(3) eres= ±Nrser+s if r+s el, or if r+s is not a root,

(4) hres = c(s, r)es.

These equations reveal the premier property of a Chevalley basis, namely, the

product of any two of its elements is an integral linear combination of basis

elements. Now let us define LR to be the F-module generated by the elements of

a fixed Chevalley basis of L, if R is any commutative ring with identity. Equations

(1) through (4) show that LR is closed under multiplication, as we need only inter-

pret the integers of structure as integers in R. We call LR with this multiplication the

Chevalley algebra of F over R, and it is our purpose here to study its structure. We

mention that in [2] the specific Chevalley algebra Lz over the ring of integers arises

for the first time. Before proceeding with our study of LR, we give the following

result which enables us to reduce our considerations to Chevalley algebras arising

from simple algebras.

2.1. If L decomposes into the direct sum of simple ideals Ix, I2,..., Ik, then LB

decomposes into the direct sum of the Chevalley algebras generated over R by Ix,

I2, ■ ■ ■ > Ik-

Proof. Clearly LR contains this direct sum. Furthermore, 2 can be partitioned

into k mutually disjoint orthogonal systems comprising the nonzero roots of the
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simple algebras I¡ [4, Theorem 4.4], Thus the Chevalley basis breaks into k corre-

sponding disjoint pieces. Hence forming the direct sum of the Chevalley algebras

generated by these pieces yields all of Fs.

It is apparent that the Chevalley algebras generated by the I¡ are still ideals in LR.

But they need no longer be simple, as we see by considering the ideal generated in

Lz by 2ex if F is simple. (We denote by ex the Chevalley basis element chosen from

the root space of the simple root rt.)

In view of 2.1 we shall henceforth consider only simple algebras F. In this case it

is known that F has at most two root lengths [7, p. V-9], so in the sequel we shall

feel free to refer to "short roots" or "long roots" of F.

The example just considered indicates that the invertibility of certain integers will

be of great importance in studying the structure of LR, and indeed the integers we

shall need to study most closely are Nrs and c(r, s). We take the opportunity now to

list a series of elementary computational properties of N„ in the various simple

algebras, properties we shall need to make reference to later. Concrete realizations

of the root systems of the simple Lie algebras may be found in [4, pp. 135-145] or in

[7, pp. V-27 to V-30], These realizations make possible the identifications given

below between certain subsets of root systems of one type and entire systems of

another type. In (2.2)-(2.10) we suppose that r and s are roots such that rüeS.

2.2. If F is of one of the types An, Dn, F6, F7, or E8, then since r and j are not

orthogonal, they must be part of a system of type A2. Since r+s is a root, s — r is not

and so Nrs=l.

2.3. If r and s are long and F is of type Bn, ni 3, or F4, then since the long roots

constitute a system of type Dn, ni3, or £>4 respectively, we have Nrs= 1.

2.4. If F is of type G2 and r and s are long, then since the long roots form a

system of type A2, Nrs=l.

2.5. Ifr, s, and r+s are all short and F is of type Cn, ni3, then as in 2.3, Nrs=l.

2.6. Ifr and s are short, but r+s is long and F is of type C„, then imbedding r

and i in a system of type F2, we see that s — r is also a root, s — 2r is not, and so

Nr, = 2.

2.7. Ifr, s, and r + s are all short and F is of type F4, then they are seen to generate

a system of type A2, so that Nrs=l.

2.8. If r and s are short and F is of type Bn, ni2, then imbedding r and í in a

system of type F2, we see that r + s must be long, s — r is a root, but s — 2r is not.

Thus N„—2. The same reasoning applies ifr and s are short but r + s is long for F

of type F4.

2.9. Ifr and j are of unequal length, then consideration of types Fn, C„, F4, and

G2 separately shows that r + s must be short, s — r is not a root, and so Nrs = 1.

2.10. If r and s are short and L is of type G2, then r + s also short implies that

s — r is a root, s —2r is not, and Nrs=2. But r+s long implies that both s — r and

s — 2r are roots, and hence Nrs = 3.

2.11. If 5 is a set of roots which is itself a system of roots of some simple algebra,
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then {er\ re S} generates a simple subalgebra of L which will have a Chevalley

basis consisting of {er | r e 5} together with suitably chosen elements from H.

3. Principal results. Throughout the sequel we assume that neither 2 nor 3 is a

zero divisor in R, where we consider 0 to be a zero divisor. We shall denote by C

the Cartan matrix of L as well as the transformation on H represented by this

matrix, relative to the basis {hx, h2,..., «„} of H given in §2. We shall use s and /

as generic symbols for long and short roots of L respectively. We define the

integer m = (t, t)/(s, s). We denote by ER the F-module generated by the Chevalley

basis elements e„ re2, and by HR the F-module generated by {hx,..., «„}. The

symbol EL (respectively //,,) will denote the F-module generated by {et\ ta long

root in 2} (respectively {ht\ la long root in 2}), and Es (respectively Hs) will denote

the corresponding F-modules with short roots s replacing t. If AçR, then m~1A

will denote the set of x e R such that mx e A.

3.1. For every ideal I of LR such that I'f HR, there is a nonzero ideal J in R for

which I^Lj.

3.2. If L is not of type Ax or C„, «g 2, and I is an ideal in LR, then I=(I n ER)

©(/n/7B).

3.3. Main theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for every ideal in LR to

have the form L, for some ideal J in R is that m and det C be inverüble in R.

3.4. Suppose that L is of one of the types An, «a 2, D„, «ä 3, Fe, F7, or F8. Let I

he an ideal in LR. Then I <~\ ER = E, where J is the ideal in R generated by the scalar

coefficients of the elements in I n ER. Also //,£/ n HR^C~1(HJ). Conversely, if

H is any R-module such that //,£//£ C~1(H])for some ideal J in R, then I=H® E,

is an ideal in LR.

3.5. Suppose that L is of one of the types Bn, « ä 3, F4, or G2. Let I be an ideal in LR.

Let J be the ideal in R generated by the scalar coefficients of elements in I o EL.

Then In ER=JEL®J'ES where J' is an ideal of R such that Jç^J'Çm~lJ; also,

J'HS+JHL^Ir\ Hb^C'^J'Hs+JHl). Conversely, given any E=JEL+J'ES with

J and J' ideals of R such that Jçzj'<^m~1J, then l=E® J'HS is an ideal in LR;

also, given any R-module H such that J'Hs+JH^Hç^C'^J'HS+JH,), then 1=

H © JE, © J'ES is an ideal in LR.

3.6. Suppose L is of type C„, «a 2. Let I be an ideal in LR. Then I n ES=JES

where J is the ideal in R generated by the scalar coefficients of elements in 1n Fs;

also,

2JEL + 2JH,.+JHS Qln(EL® HR) c JEL® C~\JHR).

Conversely, given any R-module N of the form N=J'E, ® H where J' is an ideal of R

such that 2J^J'ZJ and where J'Ht+JHs^nsC'VHL+JHS), then N®JES

is an ideal in LR.

3.7. Let L be nonsymplectic of rank at least 2 and lei I be an ideal in LR. Let J be the

ideal in R defined in 3.4 and 3.5, and suppose I n ER = E,. Let g, be the minimal
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number of generators of the R-module (I n HR)/H}. Suppose every ideal in F is

generated by no more than yz elements where y = min {g, \ I C\ ER = E;} and z is the

number of roots of L (respectively, long roots ofL) ifL has a single (respectively two)

root length(s). Then g, is the minimum number of generators of the ideal I.

4. Lower bounds for ideals. In writing elements of LR in terms of the Chevalley

basis, we shall use the following lexicographical ordering. If r = 2¡ = x kfi, then

ht r = 2î=x k{. We shall write er before eu if ht r< ht u or htr = htu and the first

simple root whose coefficient is different for r and u has smaller integral coefficient

in the expression for r. The «¿'s will occur before the er'$ corresponding to positive

roots, and after those corresponding to negative roots, and will be arranged in

increasing order of subscripts. The root d attached to the largest eT in this ordering

will be called the highest root.

4.1. //> # h are roots ofL, then there is a sequence of roots t0 = r, tx, t2,..., tk = u

such that ti + x-t¡ is a root for OSiSk — l. (Note that some tt may be zero. See 5.1

below where the assumption that rank F^2 is needed to avoid this possibility.)

Proof. Since L is simple, er will generate all of F as an ideal, and so multiplica-

tions by a suitable sequence of root elements and field elements will bring us to eu.

The subscripts of the intermediate root elements furnish us with the required se-

quence.

4.2. Proof of 3.1. Let /be an ideal inFB with/£//H. Then /contains an element

x whose expression in terms of basis elements involves at least one er with a nonzero

coefficient c,. Now calling upon the sequence of roots in 4.1 which begins at r and

ends at d, we multiply x successively by root elements attached to ti+x — tl until

we obtain the element x' e / with final component c'red. Here in view of 2.2 through

2.10 and our assumptions on F, c^O. Next we form a sequence of roots beginning

at d and ending at — d and proceed in the same way to obtain x" = c"e_d e I. Then

given any root u we can obtain nuc"eu e I and given any i we can also obtain

«¡c"/?; e /, where the n's are products of powers of 2 or 3. If « is the least common

multiple of all the «„ and «„ then nc"¥=0, and letting J be the principal ideal gen-

erated by nc", we have I^JLR=L,.

Theorem 3.1 shows that most ideals in LR are large in that they contain a com-

plete Chevalley algebra of F over a smaller ring. The reason for requiring 1$ HR is

shown by the following example.

Consider the algebra F of type A± over the ring Z5 of integers modulo 5. Then the

Cartan matrix of F has rank 3 since it diagonalizes to diag (1, 1, 1,0). So the

transformation C on HR defined by this matrix has a 1-dimensional kernel. We

claim that /=KerC is an ideal in LR. Clearly HRI=0. If « = 2í= i «A e I and

r = 2J=ikjrj, then

her = 2^   2 "tc(rf> r<)er = 0
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since the bracketed part is they'th component of the vector C(h). Thus LRI=0, so /

is a nonzero ideal in LR and / n FB = 0.

5. Decomposition lemmas and the main theorem. The main result we use in

studying ideals in nonsymplectic LR is 3.2.

5.1. Proof of 3.2. We may suppose that 7#0. It is clear that /2(/nFB)

© (/ r> HR). To establish the converse inclusion we distinguish the cases in which L

has one root length and in which L has two root lengths. In the first case let

x = 2r * o crer + 2"= i »M be a nonzero element of I. We need to show that each

partial sum is also in I. First suppose cueu occurs in this expression for x. Then we

proceed as in 4.2. Owing to the fact that rank LSï 2, we see from 2.2 that we can so

proceed as to obtain x' el with last component cued. In the same manner we can

finally obtain cueu in I. Hence 2r#o c,eT belongs to /, as does x—2r*o crer =

The second case is more complicated in that the sequences of roots of 4.2 must be

more carefully chosen. These choices are dictated by the following two lemmas.

5.2. Suppose L is of type Bn, «^3, or F4. If ket e I, then ker e I for every root r.

Ifikes e I, then 2ket e I for every long root t, and k times every short root element also

belongs to I.

Proof. Let ket e I. Consider / to be imbedded in a system of type F>„, «S3, or

Z>4, as the case may be. Then given a long root t', we proceed to multiply ket by

long root elements (considered likewise to be in a system of type Dn or F>4), which

we choose judiciously as in 5.1. By 2.2, we can thus obtain kev e I. Now also, if s' is

any short root, then from 2.9, ket-es.= ±ket+s. el, where r+s' is short. So at least

/ contains k times one short root element whenever ket e I. Presently we show that

then /contains k times every short root element. Before turning to that however, let

us suppose that kes e I. Choose a short root u such that s+u is a root. One sees that

this is always possible from a study of the previously cited lists of roots in [4] or [7].

Then s+u is long (by 2.8), and kes-eu= ±2kes+ueI. But by the above, then /

contains 2k times every long root element. All that remains now is to prove that if

kes e I, then k times every short root element is in I. So let r be any short root

element. Suppose first that (r, s)^0. Then r—s=u is a root, and r=s + u. Since r

and s are short, it is easily seen that s—u = 2s—r cannot be a root. Hence kes ■ eu =

±ker e I. Now if r= — s, we need only pick a short root r' orthogonal to s, and we

can conclude from the preceding that ker e I since (r',s)=0. Since (r,r') = 0,

ker e I also. Finally, if (r,s)<0 and r and s are linearly independent, then we can

obtain /ce_s e / as we just showed, and then (r, — s)>0 allows us to conclude that

ke, e I, completing the proof.

The following simple example may clarify the implementation in practice of the

procedures in 5.2. Using the notation of [4], the roots of Bn consist of + cot, ± a>,

± co„ ijíj, where {cox,..., con} is the canonical basis for Rn. If the short root element
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kealel, then keai-eaj= ±2keai + u>je I since oj¡ — u>¡ is also a root. Once we have

2keali + ûlj e I, we can obtain 2keak+am e I as well, for any long root œk + wm. For,

¿K£o}. + œj'€<ok-oij  =   ¿ ¿iC€ak+<ai ^ *

since co¡ + lOj — (wk — wj) is not a root. Then

¿■K?u)k+ wt ' ^tom- tú. —   — ¿K^cok + íom *^ *,

since cofc + oij — (cum — <u¡) is not a root.

5.3. Suppose L is of type G2. Ifket e I, then ke, e I for every root r. Ifkes e I, then

3ket e I for every long root t, and k times every short root element belongs to I.

Proof. If ket e I, then we consider t to be imbedded in a system of type A2

(see 2.4). Then the reasoning of 5.2 shows that k times all long root elements are in

/, as well as k times at least one short root element, using again 2.9. Also, if kes e I,

then 2.10 and 2.4 show that 3ket e I for all long roots t. So as in 5.2, we are reduced

to showing that kes e I implies ker e I for all short roots r. We know that r and s

are not orthogonal. If (r, s)>0, then r—s is a root u, and r=s + u. If s — u is not a

root, then kes ■ eu = ± ke, e I. If s — u is a root, then s—2w = 3s—2r is not, so kes ■ eu

= ± 2ker e I. But we can also obtain 3ket and then 3ker in / by the preceding, thus

enabling us to obtain ker e I. If (r, i)<0, then r + s is a root. We use eT and e_s as

multipliers and unwanted coefficients of 2 once more are eliminated using a

suitable 3ket e I, giving us ker e I.

Now, continuing with 5.1, let x = 2 ose, + 2 ctet + 2i=x «A be a nonzero element

in /. If r is any long root whose coefficient cr is nonzero, then the above proofs

show us how to obtain crer e I, confining our operations to the set of long root

elements. If u is a short root of F and cu/0 in the expression for x, then the pre-

ceding proofs again show that we can find an element x' in / with last component

cuev, where v is the largest short root in our lexicographical ordering. Similarly, we

can obtain x" e / with last component cue_„. Any earlier components will be of the

form cwe, and so may be subtracted off leaving c„e_„ e I. Then it is a simple matter

to finally get cueu e I. Hence 2 cßs+2 ctet belongs to /, as therefore does 2?= i nji-,

completing the proof. We note that in the second case our proof actually shows that

/=(/ n EL) © (/ n Fs) © (/ n HR), a fact we shall find useful in §7.

We have need of a lemma similar to 3.2 for symplectic algebras.

5.4. Suppose L is of type C„, «^2. If I is an ideal in LR, then

/ = (/nFs)©(/n[FL©F/Ä]).

Proof. Let x = 2 cses + 2 ctet + 2i = i «A be a nonzero element of/. Suppose it is

short and cuj=0. As in 4.2 we can, in view of 2.9, obtain an element x' e / with

component cuev, where v is as in 5.1, using multipliers that are long root elements.

Later components will all have been eliminated in the process since the sum of two
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linearly independent long roots is never a root. Similarly, we can obtain cue_„ in /

and hence cueu e I. Then 2 cses e I and the lemma follows immediately.

We are now in a position to prove the sufficiency part of the main theorem.

5.5. If m and det C are invertible in R, then every ideal in LR is of the form Ljfor

some ideal J in R.

Proof. We may suppose that 7#0. Let J be the ideal generated in R by all

coefficients of elements in / n ER. Since C is invertible, the reasoning of §4 shows

that / cannot be confined to HR. For if « = 2?=i nfii e L then

n

he, = 2 Wir,, rt)e,.
i = l

If h^O, then C(h)^0 and so for some/, 2"=i "¡c(r,, r^^O, whence he,^0. So we

may suppose x=2 crer e I, with the r's short in case Cn, arbitrary otherwise. Now

in attempting to isolate a given cueu e I, the multiplications used in 4.2 will intro-

duce at worst some powers of 2 or 3. But the invertibility of m will permit us to

obtain cueu el in every case except Ax, where the invertibility of det C=2 can be

used. [Note that judicious procedure in case G2 will avoid introducing any powers

of 2, in view of Lemma 5.3.] Then cueu e /quickly gives cuer e I for all roots r. Thus

/ n ER=JER. Hence /n HR^JHR. Furthermore, if « = 2"= i nfix e In HR, then

he, = 2f= i niC(r„ r¡)e, e I n ER showing that C(h) e JHR. Otherwise put, / n HR

^C~1(JHR)=JHR. Thus I=JLR=Lj.

5.6. Corollary. IfiL is of type F8, then every ideal in LR is of the form L,for some

ideal J in R.

5.7. Corollary. If m and det Care invertible in R, then the maximal ideals in LR

consist precisely of the ideals LM, where M is maximal in R.

In studying FB more closely, we shall have occasion to use bases for HR other than

the given Chevalley basis. Over the original ground field of L we can find a basis

{«'¡} of H which is dual to the system n of simple roots. We denote by H'R the R-

module generated by {«¡}. Over the original field we can express the elements of

{«¡} in terms of the elements of %}, «¡ = 2?=i nuh'>- Evaluation of each side at the

simple root rk shows that nik = c(rk, r¡), and so «¡ = 2;"=i c(0> r<)«í 's an expression

valid over R also, and it shows that /FB£//B.

We can diagonalize C using elementary matrices and so can view the diagonaliza-

tion as taking place over R. This process gives us new bases {«J and {«"¡'} of HR and

H'R respectively, with h~i=dfi'i, where the d{ are the elementary divisors of C. For

reference we list here the values of the i/t for each of the simple algebras.

An: 1, 1,..., 1,«+1;   Bn  and   Cn: 1, 1,..., 1, 2;   Dn,  n  even: 1, 1,..., 1, 2, 2;

Dn, « odd:l, 1.1,4;  F6: 1, 1,..., 1, 3; F7: 1, 1,..., 1, 2;  F8: 1, 1,..., 1;

F4:l, 1, 1, 1;G2:1, 1.
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6. Algebras of one root length. In this section we complete our main theorem

and also the characterization of ideals in LR when L has a single root length.

6.1. Proof of 3.4. The first two assertions follow directly from the proof of 5.5.

Conversely, suppose H is any F-module such that JHR s //ç C" 1(JHR) where J is an

ideal in R. Then relations (1), (3), and (4) of §2 show at once that LR ■ E; £ H © E,.

It is equally clear from (2) that HR- H = 0, so we are reduced to considering ERH.

If he H and r are as in the discussion following 4.2, then he, e E¡, since

2ll=iniC(rj,ri)eJ follows from /?£C_1(//,). Hence H@JER is an ideal in LR.

6.2. If I is an ideal in LR with I n ER = E¡ for some ideal J in R, then the possi-

bilities for I r\ HR in 3.4 are as follows. IfL is of type An, ni2, Dn, n oddi 3, F6, or

E., and k is respectively n +1, 4, 3, or 2, then

Ir\HR = Jhx ©• • ■®Jhn_x®J'hn

where J' is an ideal in R such that J^J' <^k~lJ. If L is of type Dn, « even > 3, then

Ifr N* - J$i ©• • •© Jh\.a @ J%-1 ® J"K

where J' andJ" are ideals of R lying between J and \3.

Proof. Let he I n HB, h = 2 "A = 2 ciK = 2 ñfii — 2 cfil- Since he} = efi¡, we see

that every c¡ej. Thus all the c¡eJ also. We have further (cx, c2,..., cn)

= D(ñx, «2,..., ñn) where D is the diagonal matrix of elementary divisors of C.

From the lists of elementary divisors, we read off the asserted possibilities for the

»,.

6.3. Corollary. If L is of type An, ni2, Dn, n odd ^3, F6, or F7, then the

maximal ideals of LR have the form

MER ®Mhx®---@ Mhn.x ® Rhn

where M is maximal in R. IfL is of type Dn, « even > 3, then the maximal ideals ofLR

have the form

MER@Mhx®---® Mhn^2 © Rhn.x ® Rhn.

6.4. Corollary. (Necessity part of 3.3 for algebras of rank at least two and one

root length.) IfL has one root length and rank at least 2, then every ideal in LR is of

the form Lj for some ideal J in R only if det C is invertible in R.

Proof. In case det C is not invertible, then the maximal ideals of Corollary 6.3

provide us with examples of ideals in LR which do not have the form L} for any

ideal / in F.

6.5. The preceding corollary holds also for L of type Ax.

Proof. Here det C=2. The ideal generated by e is maximal, but is not L, for any

y if 2 is not invertible, since it consists precisely of the F-module generated by

e, h, and 2/.
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7. Nonsymplectic algebras with two root lengths. Our attention is now turned to

the simple algebras of type Bn, «i?3, F4, and G2.

7.1. Proof of 3.5. The reasoning of §5 shows that / n EL=JEL and thus / n £B

^JER. If the inclusion is strict, then there is some short root element es occurring

in an expression for an element of / whose coefficient cs is not in J. From §5 again

we see that c = mcs eJ, so that cs e m~lJ. Then also cseu e I for each short root u

and mcset e I for each long root t. Let J' denote the collection of all coefficients cs

such that cses is a component of an element of / and s is short. Then J' is an ideal

in R, and J'^m~1J, and thus In ER=JEL ®J'ES. Again In HR^J'HS+JHL is

immediate and he, e I n ER for every h e I n HR shows that C(h) eJ'Hs+JHL,

completing the first half of 3.5.

Now let E=JER ®J'ES be of the hypothesized sort. Since c(t, s) = m if t is long

and s is short, we have LRJ'HS^J'ES+JEL. Also

LRE = (Fs © F, © HR)-(JE,.®J'ES) fi JER+JH,.+JER+JEL+J'ES+J'HS

as follows from 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10. Thus E@J'HS is an ideal in LR.

Finally let H satisfy the hypotheses of the last statement. Then we assert that

I=H ®JEL ®J'ES is an ideal in LR. Clearly HrIç^I. From the above,

ER-(JEL@J'Es)çzl.

If « = 2 "fit e H, then he,= y ntc(r,, r^e, and nxcir,, r) belongs to J' if r, is short, to

J if r, is long. Thus he, e J'ES © JEL s/. If r = 2?= i k,r,, then

he, = 2 M 2 "tc(r>> r¡)W
i = i    \i = i /

If r is short, then clearly he, eJ'Es^.JEs. If r is long, then consideration of separate

cases shows that all coefficients kt of short roots in the expression for r are multiples

of m. Specifically, in type Bn we take for a simple system r1 = cu1, ri = coi+x — cot for

1 </<«, where {cox, w2,..., wn} is the standard basis for Rn. Thus there is only one

short simple root, and in this case the preceding assertion follows from 2.3 and 2.9.

In type F4, we take for a simple system rx = \(wx — co2 — w3 — wt), r2 = cu4, r3 = co3 — o>4,

and r4 = oj2 - co3. If one lists the 24 long roots in the manner of [8, p. 500], the asser-

tion is readily seen to be true. Finally, in type G2, we take rx long and r2 short, so

the long roots consist of rx, rx + 3r2, 2rx + 3r2, and their negatives, so the assertion

is verified immediately. Since 2 n\c(rh r¡) belongs to J if r, is long and to m ~ 1J if r,

is short, we see in either case that her eJEL, completing the proof.

7.2. Corollary. If L is of type F4 or G2, then in 3.5 the only possibility for

In HR is J'HS+JHL if In ER=J'ES ®JEL.

In order to give a parallel to 6.2, more needs to be said about the diagonalization

of C. To do this we divide the algebras of type Bn, F4, and G2 into separate cases.

For Bn, «^ 3, we take {r¡} to be the above standard simple system, where rx is the

only short simple root. One can diagonalize C in this case by adding its second
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column to its first, then the first column of the new matrix to its second, and then

repeating these steps on the (n — 1) by («— 1) submatrix of Bn„x obtained by adding

the first row of this matrix to its third row. What is of interest is that the first row

and column affect and are in turn affected by only the two following rows and col-

umns. Now if / is an ideal in LR with In ER=JEL ©J'ES, then we see that, if

h = 2 cfi'i ein HR, we have cx ej' and c¡ eJforj=2,...,«. In view of the above,

we can thus restrict attention to F3 in studying the nature of the «¡. We have

diag(l, 1, 2)= Q-lCP where

0"

and   F =Q-' =

0

1

0

Thus cx = cx, c2 = c2, and c3 = c3 + cx. In general, then cx and c3 belong to \J, while

the other c¡ belong to J. Then (cx, . . ., cn) = F(«1,.. .,ñn) shows that in general

«l5 «2, and «n belong to \J, while the other ñ¡ belong to /. Similar reasoning in case

/ n ER=JER provides the rest of the following result.

7.3. IfL is of type Bn, ni 3, / is an ideal in LR, and the basis {«J is obtained as

above, then the possibilities for I n HR in 3.5 are as follows.

(a) If I n ER=JER, then

InHR = Jh~x®---®Jhn_x ®J'hn

with J' an ideal of R satisfying JzJ'^^J.

(b) If rank F > 3 and I n ER=JEL ® J'ES with J and J' as in 3.6, then

InHR = J"hx ®Jh2 ©F"»«3 ©Jh®---@JK-i ®Jav)K,

where J", Jaii), andJav} are ideals of R in the same range as J'.

(c) If rank F=3 and I n ER is as in (b), then

InHR = J"hx®Jh2@Jwl%

where Jm) is an ideal of R lying between J and \J, andJ" is as in (b).

7.4. Corollary. IfL is of type Bn, ni 3, then the maximal ideals ofL are of the

form

MEL © RES ® Rhx © Mh~2 © F«3 © M4 ©• ■■®Mhn.x ® Rhn,

where M is a maximal ideal in R, and {ht} is the basis of 7.3.

For the algebra of type F4 we again take the above standard simple system with

rx and r2 short. If I n ER=JEL@J'ES as before and h e I n HR is written as

before, then we see that cx and c2 are in \J, with c3 and c4 in J. Here we have

(«j,..., ñi) = (cx...., ei), and L = LCP where F is a suitable 4 by 4 matrix. Thus

each Ci = c¡ and hence ñx and «2 belong to \J, while «3 and «4 belong to J. Similar

reasoning shows that all «¡ £ J if / n ER=JER. We have the following results then.
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7.5. IfL is of type F4, / is an ideal in LR, and the basis {/;,} is that obtained above,

then

(a) / n ER=JER implies I n HR=JHR, and I=L,;

(b) if I n ER=JEL ®J'ES as in 3.5, then

InHR = J'% ® Jm% ® Jh3 ® Jh,,

where J" and Jan) are ideals in R lying between J and \J.

7.6. Corollary. If L is of type F4, then the maximal ideals of LR are of the

form

ME, © RES ® Rh~x © F/72 © Mh3 © A//74

where M is a maximal ideal in R, and {/z,} is the elementary divisor basis for HR

obtained above.

If F is of type G2, then we take rx long and r2 short. If / n ER is as in 3.5 and

he I n HR is written as above, then c, eJ and c2 g %J. Also «¡ = c¡, /= 1, 2, and

2   31

1    J -«"<*•
Thus cx = cx and c2 = c2e jj.

7.7. IfL is of type G2,1 is an ideal ofLR, and {h¡} is the basis obtained above, then

(a) In ER=JER implies that In HR = JHR, and I=Lj-, (b) if In ER=Jex ®J'e2

as in 3.5, then I n HR=Jhx © J"h2, where J" is an ideal of R lying between J and\-J.

7.8. Corollary. IfL is of type G2, then the maximal ideals in LR are of the form

Mex ® Re2 © Mhx © Rh2, where M is a maximal ideal of R and hx and h2 are as in

1.1.

Combining 7.4, 7.6, and 7.8, we obtain the necessity part of the main theorem.

7.9. Corollary. If L is nonsymplectic and has two root lengths, then every ideal

in LR is of the form L, for some ideal J in R only if in and det C are invertible in R.

8. The symplectic algebra. In this section the proof of the main theorem is

completed, with the aid of 3.6 whose proof we now give.

8.1. Proof of 3.6. That In ES=JES follows directly from the proof of 5.4. If

x=2 Ci^t + 2 nfii e I, then multiplication of x by suitable short root elements in the

manner of the proof of 5.4 yields ctes e /for every short roots. Thus each ct eJ, and

2c,et g / for every long root /. If r¡ is long, then 2«j/z¡ can be isolated in / similarly,

and if/■; is short, then «,«¡ can be isolated in / by confining work to the system of

short roots since rank Fä2, and «¡ eJ in either case. Thus

1    0

0    1

1    0

0    1

In(EL® HR) 2 2JEL © 2JHL © JHS.
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To get the second inclusion of 3.6, note that multiplication of x by e, maps

n n

2 nfii   to    2 "¡c(r» ràei e JEs-
i=X i=l

Again the coefficient is the y'th component of C(2 «,«■)• Also, each coefficient

belongs to J since if r} is long, it is a ct and if r¡ is short, it is a cs. Hence 2 "fit

e C'^JHr), so an upper bound for In(EL® HR) \sJEL ® C'\JHR). Next, let N

be as in 3.6. Then LRN^N ®JES. To see this, note first that LnJEs^JEs + 2JEL

+JHS + 2JHL in view of 2.5, 2.6, and 2.9, so we need only check LRH. Let «

= 2 nfii e H. Then «e; = 2¡ ntc(r}, r¡)e¡ and the coefficient is the /th component of

C(h), so belongs to/' if r¡ is long, to J if r¡ is short. Thus«e; eJ'EL if r} is long, and

he¡ eJEs ifr, is short. These conclusions remain true if we replace r; by an arbitrary

root r, as in 7.1. Thus LRH'^J'EL ®JES and hence N ®JES is an ideal in LR.

8.2. Corollary. If L is of type Cn, then every ideal in LR is of the form L, for

some ideal J in R only if m = 2 = det C is invertible in R.

Proof. If 2 is not invertible in F, then 3.7 tells us that (HR ® 2EL) © Fs is an

ideal of LR.

If we specialize 5.5 to Cn and combine it with 8.2, we have a recent result of

W. Jehne [5, Theorem 4.1], which was obtained using the explicit classical model

of the symplectic algebra as a Lie algebra of matrices.

9. Generators. Our previous results enable us to make some statements

regarding generating sets for ideals.

9.1. Proof of 3.7. Suppose the cosets Hx, H2,.. .,Hg constitute a minimal

generating set for (/ n HR)/Hj. Then we claim that

G = («<1'+ 2 nXjer], «(2»+ 2 n2ierj,.. .,««>+ \ ngler\
\ 1=1 i=X ,=1 J

is a minimal generating set for /, where the «i; are chosen from a minimal generating

set {«j,..,, nk} of J and are distinct until all k generators of J have appeared,

arbitrary thereafter. Also«(i) e //¡, and erj is a Chevalley root element. In either the

single or the two root length case, we can break off each «i;er> by proceeding as in

5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Hence G generates all of I n ER. It also generates all of I n HR

since JHR comes from JER, and the remainder of / n HR can be generated by the

elements hm and those in JHR since each hm is a representative of a generating coset

for (/ n HR)/HR. So G generates /. Furthermore, none of the hw can be obtained

from any expression involving the others by multiplications or scalar operations

since they are all representatives of a minimal generating set for (/ n HR)/Hj.

Hence any generating set for / must contain at least g elements in order to yield all

the hU). Hence G is a minimal generating set.

The exclusion of the symplectic algebra results from the chaotic relationship
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between long and short root elements in ideals in symplectic LR, together with the

fact that / n HR is not in general a direct summand of /.

9.2. Corollary. If Ris a principal ideal ring, L is nonsymplectic, I is an ideal in

LR, J is the ideal of R defined in 3.4 and 3.5 with I n ES = E,, and g is the minimum

number of generators of the R-module I n HR/H¡, then g is the minimum number of

generators for I also.

9.3. Corollary. If in 9.2 we also have m and det C invertible in R, then every

ideal in LR is principal.
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